
This eBook tells you everything you need to know about preventing one of the 
biggest threats to successful M365 management. Content sprawl. It affects your entire 
organization, which is why this eBook is for everyone from admins through to end users. 

Prevent Teams, 
Yammer, Groups, and 
Site Sprawl in your 
M365 environment
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Why now’s the time to talk 
about content sprawl 

IT heads, managers, CISOs – we need to talk. More specifically, we need to talk about 
content in Microsoft 365. And not just any old content. The content that remains in your 
M365 environment – when it doesn’t have to be. 

You’ve seen the explosion in use of the likes of Microsoft Teams (reportedly almost 250 
million monthly active users).  

You’ve seen how the pandemic accelerated the transition to a world of hybrid work, with 
decentralized controls and beyond-the-perimeter security now the norm.  

And you’ve seen how the volumes of data continue to rise, along with the requirements 
to crunch, extract and secure the insight within. According to IDC, “The amount of digital 
data created over the next five years will be greater than twice the amount of data 
created since the advent of digital storage.” 

At the same time, data storage costs have dropped dramatically. This mix is why content 
has allowed to grow relatively unchecked within many organizations. After all, the pace of 
change has meant little time for organizations to manage, or sometimes recognize when 
content simply doesn’t need to be kept.  

What’s more, it’s not just about the volumes of data that organizations will have to 
manage. It’s also about the variety and velocity.  

For example, from channels such as instant messaging, chatbots and social media. While 
some of this content may not be necessary to store, there will also be high levels of 
business-critical insight and customer sentiment.  

The end result is content sprawl. It’s present in most organizations. And left unchecked, 
it can seriously impact your Microsoft 365 environment. 

Here’s the thing: The best time to limit content sprawl is at the very start of a Microsoft 
365 deployment. However, signs of content sprawl often only become visible over 
time. That’s why the second-best time to limit content sprawl is right now, starting with 
this eBook.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/microsoft-teams-hits-250-million-monthly-active-user-milestone/
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS47560321
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What is content sprawl? 

Definitions of sprawl tend to include words such as “untidy” or “irregular” 
or “unplanned”. Those words on their own aren’t the problem. In fact, 
they’re part of adapting to fast-moving, disruptive, modern business. 
Sprawl is therefore a symptom, a natural consequence of collaboration 
and sharing information. It’s also an essential part of the ideation process.  

However, when “untidy”, “irregular” and “unplanned” apply to content in your M365 environment, there 
are several downsides. For example: 

Naturally, sensitive content needs to be archived or deleted. 
However, without content being properly organized, visibility is 
reduced. Organizations can’t monitor what they can’t see, so it 
becomes harder to know what to archive, and what to delete.  

Great content is nothing without great timing. When assets and insights 
are buried amid a content sprawl, it becomes harder to create content 
within specified timeframes. As a result, content created is less likely 
to generate its potential ROI. 

As your organization grows, sprawl may mean users start running out of 
storage space. By default, SharePoint storage is pooled between users 
in a tenant. Any content sprawl can end up affecting the wider business. 

Without a central repository, content can easily be duplicated. 
Employees can end up working multiple versions of a document, 
making it harder to ensure a “single source of truth”. Productivity 
suffers as a result. 

As content sprawls out, it’s more likely to fall into silos. Naturally, 
siloed content becomes harder to find across departments. In turn, 
this reduces the potential for collaboration, creativity, and solving 
challenges. The end result is a limitation of the many advantages of 
adopting digital technologies such as Microsoft 365. 

Adoption of new behaviors is at the heart of successful Microsoft 365 
adoption. Employees quickly get frustrated when they can’t find content, 
especially when working from multiple devices and in multiple locations.

Risks to 
governance 

Drops in value 

Reductions in 
storage 

Rises in inefficiency 

Falls in 
knowledge-sharing 

Impacts on 
company culture 
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Why is content sprawl 
happening? 

Anyone who’s ever maintained any form of IT environment, from a single 
PC to a global server, will have to manage content sprawl. After all, basic 
users now have the power to launch microsites or share documents 
with one click. With content moving at such speed, your policies and 
procedures are always going to be playing catch-up. Especially when you 
consider some of the trends listed below… 

Legacy systems 

Some industries, particularly financial services, still require legacy infrastructure. They also require stringent 
retention policies. The result: documents often stored without modern archiving or deletion capabilities.  
Naturally, this leads to content sprawl. Particularly if legacy systems are from multiple companies that 
have merged, yet still use separate content management systems or repositories. 

Auto-generated content 

Automation can transform processes. It can also bring content sprawl from a variety of angles.  
For example, CRMs that generate unnecessary versions of thumbnails and full-size images. Or bulletin 
boards where contributor pages are created for a single blog or forum post. Also videos and audio 
uploads that auto-generate transcripts. Plus, application log files that retain irrelevant or bloated data 
about events triggered. 

Consumerization of IT 

Organizations face an unprecedented rise in employees working like consumers. Whether that’s using their 
own devices, home-based internet connections, or personal email and storage (think consumer-friendly 
services such as Dropbox or Google Docs).  
The more of these shadow IT services that are used, the more content sprawl is likely to occur. There’s the 
prospect of duplicate documents stored locally and on networks. By using potentially non-approved 
products, there are risks around security, compliance and governance. Sensitive company documents can 
end up being shared over personal email accounts, sometimes using non-sanctioned devices. 

Complex workflows 

The more friction there is in a content creation workflow, the more likely it is that employees will find a less 
secure workaround. Especially if there’s pressure to publish content quickly, such as news or PR campaigns.  

https://www.syskit.com/resources/webinars/point-session-oct2021-recording/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-823
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It’s the same for storing content. Protecting content with MFA and multiple sign-off stages may satisfy 
internal procedural policy. However, if these become roadblocks and make the content difficult to 
surface, employees can end up using alternative, less secure workflows.  

This leads to a lack of visibility for reporting, analytics and audit trails. Naturally, this means more risks 
around possible data protection breaches, with potential damage to reputation and threats of fines. 
Internally, the impact of shadow IT is that valuable content may become siloed, instead of being used to 
inform crucial business decisions. 

Too much access 

Self-service is a crucial part of the modern employee experience. Particularly for Microsoft 365, where 
by default users have permissions to provision sites, workspaces and teams. However, not everyone has 
a full understanding of the impact of what they’re provisioning, and how this can accelerate problems 
in the tenant.  

They may lack training in methods to reduce content sprawl. For example, methods regarding classifying 
data, tagging and labelling. There may not be a central person in control, with no clear responsibility or 
way to manage site creation.  

Even if there is a recognized admin, they may soon become over-burdened with multiple provision 
requests. Their option is to allow a backlog to build up, with a knock-on impact on business performance. 
Alternatively, they may find it easier to simply allow a request. Instead of taking time to evaluate the 
reasons, see where it fits into the content strategy, and identify how to avert potential content sprawl. 

Expired projects 

When starting a new project, Microsoft 365 is often the first stop. Setting up groups and teams, inviting 
colleagues and partners. Preparing the foundations for what’s to come, and the collaboration (and content) 
that will be needed. Over time, the repository for this particular project starts filling up with project-
related content and conversations.  

However, at the end of the project, site owners may move on, while the content remains. No longer used 
or necessary, yet still taking up space in the tenant.

By using potentially non-approved products, 
there are risks around security, compliance and 
governance. Sensitive company documents can 
end up being shared over personal email accounts, 
sometimes using non-sanctioned devices. 
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How to detect content sprawl 

Many organizations won’t yet have clear workflows for identifying 
content sprawl. After all, it’s a relatively recent phenomenon in Microsoft 
365. Here are some ways to avert early warning signs. 

Recognize the symptoms 

A sign of content sprawl is when you start hearing employees say variations of: 
“Which version of the file should I be working on?” 
“I can’t find what I want in the search results.” 
“Does anyone have a copy of this document?” 
“We should really go through all these folders at some stage and organize what’s 
needed” 
“Do we need to keep these forms?” 
“Should this file be uploaded for a specific team, or the entire department?” 

Create an interdepartmental committee 

Managing content sprawl is an organizational issue, affecting everyone from IT to HR. That’s why it’s essential 
to gain buy-in from all relevant departments. Representatives from each function can then be responsible 
for evaluating the sort of content they have, what it’s used for, and whether it should be retained.  

Then it’s a case of encouraging communication from leaders and decision-makers, through to executives 
and frontline staff. Making sure that there is open dialog at all levels, to continuously improve and evolve 
content management strategies. Sharing best practices and insights into what is and isn’t working. 

Establish audit trails 

Apply the Redundant, Obsolete, Trivial (ROT) framework 
Audit existing content to see if it falls under ROT. If it does, archive or delete, 
according to your governance procedures.  

Identify any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) within your content 
Conduct a risk assessment based on the PII that’s held, making sure it aligns to the 
relevant Acts, Directives and other relevant regulatory frameworks.  

Use the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center to access unified audit logs 
This captures user and admin activity across multiple apps, services and solutions. 

1

2

3
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How to access audit logs within Microsoft 365  

User and admin activity is captured, stored and retained in your Microsoft 365 Admin Center. Logs can 
be found in the Security & Compliance section. These can be easily exported and are updated up to 
30 minutes or up to 24 hours after an event occurs. Simply use the Search-UnifiedAuditLog cmdlet in 
Exchange Online PowerShell, or use a PowerShell script. Some common record types are listed below: 

Content Explorer 
Record type: labelContentExplorer 

Forms 
Record type: MicrosoftForms 

Microsoft Teams 
MicrosoftTeams 

OneDrive for Business 
OneDrive 

Power BI 
PowerBIAudit 

Retention policies & retention labels 
MIPLabel, MipAutoLabelExchangeItem, MipAutoLabelSharePointItem, 
MipAutoLabelSharePointPolicyLocation 

SharePoint Online 
SharePoint, SharePointFileOperation,SharePointSharingOperation, 
SharePointListOperation, SharePointCommentOperation 

Yammer 
Yammer 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Impact of content sprawl in the 
Microsoft 365 environment 

Let’s examine some of the key areas which can impact day-to-day operations. 

Teams 

It’s common to create a team when working on a project. However, 
when an Admin deletes the team related to the project, this 
doesn’t automatically delete the related SharePoint site. 
Sometimes this is fine. Documents that relate to the project may 
be useful elsewhere. However, many times this isn’t the case and 
so Teams can leave the SharePoint site live, but inactive. 

The collaborative nature of Teams means employees think, “We 
should create a team” – even when it’s just two or three people. 
In this situation, a group chat is often more suitable. Too many 
small teams mean other employees have to wade through a 
content sprawl to find what they need.  

Naturally, this makes them less likely to continue using Teams. 
Particularly if they’re at the start of an adoption process, where they haven’t yet been convinced of the 
merits of using Teams. They may turn to more familiar (and less secure) forms of communication, away from 
the Microsoft 365 environment. 

Yammer 

Yammer is the single platform that brings businesses together. Whether that’s for company-wide 
announcements, townhalls, or having cross-departmental conversations at scale. Yammer’s strengths can 
also be weaknesses when it comes to content sprawl. 

That’s because Yammer is primarily designed for what Microsoft terms “The Outer Loop”. This is the wider 
audience in your organization. People you may not be collaborating with. Instead you just need to keep 
them updated. However, too many Yammer updates can lead to content sprawl. Particularly when some 
Yammer messages are better suited to Teams, which is where Microsoft identifies the “Inner Loop”. A 
place where collaborators communicate regarding specific projects. Too many “Inner Loop” discussions on 
Yammer mean important messages can soon become buried under a busy newsfeed of content sprawl. 

What’s more, Yammer notifies people involved in discussions. While this is designed to keep momentum 
going, it can also lead to notification fatigue. Particularly when a Yammer discussion involves lots of 
people, and sprawls over multiple subjects. Users can control or disable email or phone notifications. 
However, content sprawl can make them simply unplug from Yammer altogether. 

The collaborative 
nature of Teams 
means employees 
think, “We should 
create a team” – 
even when it’s 
just two or three 
people. 
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Groups 

Unlike Teams or Yammer, Microsoft 365 Groups isn’t a product. It’s closer to an ecosystem, with centralized 
provisioning and management, working with multiple Microsoft tools. This is one its strengths – and also 
where the seeds of content sprawl can be sown. Here’s why. 

A group is created and stored in your tenant’s Active Directory, 
otherwise known as Azure Active Directory (AD). That’s 
because creating a group in Outlook will automatically create 
a calendar. After all, teams exchanging emails are likely to 
need a shared calendar. Creating a group in Teams will also 
create a document library, given that Teams is likely to be 
used for collaboration.  

Content sprawl can therefore occur when there’s no control 
over who can create a group. In fact, the default is that 
anyone in your organization can create Microsoft 365 
Groups. When you consider that each group can have as 
many as 10 owners and 1,000 members, you can see how 
sprawl can soon follow. 

Sites 

Abandoned or rarely used sites are a common feature of Microsoft 365 environments. One reason is 
because a SharePoint site is created whenever a new team or private Microsoft Teams channel is created. 
However, when that team or private channel is no longer needed, Admins don’t always delete the 
SharePoint site or the other associated Microsoft products. Naturally, this means content from the team 
or channel is left online, potentially contributing to sprawl. 

What's more, these sites can contain content users have uploaded to SharePoint – instead of using their own 
OneDrive. That's because moving documents from OneDrive to SharePoint can cause issues. For example, 
hyperlinks to the original document no longer work, because the document no longer exists in OneDrive. 

This unrestricted site creation and uncontrolled content storage can create content sprawl. As Microsoft 
notes, “Disabling site creation for users does not remove their ability to create Microsoft 365 groups or 
resources, such as Microsoft Teams, which rely on a group. When a Microsoft 365 group is created, a 
SharePoint site is also created.” 

It’s worth pointing out that admins can disable this form of subsite creation to limit content sprawl. 
However, Microsoft ’s recommendation is that, “Instead of using subsites, we recommend that you use 
hub sites. SharePoint hub sites allow you to group similar topics and content together using modern 
architecture design.” 

Then there’s the issue of what happens when a staff member moves on. Without suitable handover 
procedures in place, or more than one owner, it’s easy for content sprawl to take hold. Sites and channels 
can be left dormant, abandoned, and without ownership. 

When you 
consider that each 
group can have 
as many as 10 
owners and 1,000 
members, you can 
see how sprawl 
can soon follow. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/manage-site-creation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/manage-site-creation
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-a-sharepoint-hub-site-fe26ae84-14b7-45b6-a6d1-948b3966427f
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The Workspace Lifecycle in 
Microsoft 365 workspaces  
Here’s the thing about solving content sprawl: Microsoft 365 is designed to be self-service. Enabling 
users to be free to create teams without asking IT permission. This freedom is designed by default.  

In theory, with great freedom (should) come great responsibility. That’s why limiting content sprawl in 
Teams is about education rather than restriction. In particular, education regarding the workspace lifecycle. 
The nature of the workspace cycle is like a journey: Launch, journey, ending. 

The launch 

Here’s where teams are decided. These may be based on regions, job roles, or processes. How the 
team is put together will help define the best way to harness Microsoft 365. 

Define a checklist to reduce Office 365 group sprawl  
 

What type of communication will suit this group best? 
Groups may benefit more from a group created in Outlook, where the primary focus is 
on email and calendar, rather than Yammer where there’s more potential for creating 
and sharing content.  

Does this group need to be private or public? 
Public groups mean anybody in your organization can view, join, and potentially add content. 

Will resources be needed to manage permissions? 
By default, all users can create groups. If this means there’s a risk of content sprawl, it’s 
possible to control who can create groups. The admin just needs to be assigned either 
an Azure AD Premium license or Azure AD Basic EDU license. 

Will the group collaborate with external users? 
Groups will need to consider whether to allow unauthenticated uploading and sharing of 
content. The increased collaboration will come with increased risks of sensitive information 
being shared (unless there’s suitable data leakage prevention measures in place). 

Will users need to be able to search for content? 
Within the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center, you can configure permissions around 
searching for content, previewing search results, exporting search results, and purging 
items returned by a search. 

Will users have to request access to join required workspaces? 
Consider whether to use Azure Active Directory PowerShell cmdlets 
(AllowGuestsToAccessGroups) to allow/deny guests users access to workspaces, groups 
and content. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

https://www.syskit.com/blog/syskit-point-use-cases/&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-824
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Agree on information architecture (IA) 

Naturally, Microsoft 365 is a game-changer in the way it stores and displays most types of content. 
However, it’s not much use having this capability in a workspace without also having the right IA and 
taxonomy. Here are some questions that need to be answered: 

What sort of content should be stored? 
Record every format – text, lists, images, videos, documents, forms. 

Which labels, tags and types of metadata should also be stored? 
Consider who will be accessing the content, how they will use it, and the types of 
search terms they’ll use to find.  

Which content falls under governance requirements? 
Naturally, sensitivity labels and retention schedules will be needed for governance. 
Whereas if the content is designed to be more like a published (and public) page, 
then it will need suitable metadata to be indexed, searchable, and surfaced at the 
right time.  

Define provisioning processes for who can create workspaces 

Set out clear guidelines for which people or roles can provision new sites. Map an approval process for 
requesting workspaces, whether through apps such as Power Automate or informally routed through email. 
Also define what can be included within provisioning. Azure AD includes built-in roles for: 

Groups Administrator 
Can create/manage groups, create/manage groups settings such as naming and 
expiration policies, and view groups activity and audit reports. 

User Administrator 
Can manage all aspects of users and groups, including resetting passwords for limited 
admins.

•

•

•

•

•
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The journey  

Now the challenge is to keep the team – and its content – evolving and not sprawling. Of course, this 
needs to happen organically, with users having the freedom to create teams and channels for content. 

Use naming policies for reducing content sprawl  

Metadata is your friend here. As long as there’s an established naming convention. Making it easier and 
faster for users to surface what they need – while ensuring consistency across the organization.  

Consider how you want to classify content – perhaps by topic, region, or job role. If you’re unsure, consid-
er how users will be searching for content. This will give a clue as to the sorts of tags you should be using. 

To set up a naming policy for groups, head to Azure Active Directory > Manage > Groups 

In Settings, click Naming policy  
 
 
 
 

Select the Group naming policy tab 

You can choose to add a prefix and/or a suffix. These could relate to team names, lo-
cations, codes – whatever makes the most sense for your business 

Click the Blocked words tab and you can also prevent users from using certain words 
(alongside Microsoft’s existing profanity list) 

1

2

3

4

5
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How to search for content (to keep the momentum going) 

As the lifecycle continues, content is likely to build up, and yes, maybe even sprawl. It then becomes a 
challenge to reduce the risk of users getting frustrated or demotivated if they can’t find what they want. 
A “quick win” way is to make sure they know how to search: 

For phrases rather than individual words, use quotation marks (“human resources”) 
For specific file types, use the prefix filetype: (filetype:pdf) 
For specific authors, use the prefix author: (author:jane) 

How to identify orphaned groups during the lifecycle 

Whoever creates a group or team automatically becomes the Owner. However, imagine the creator leaves 
your organization or loses access to their account. The group or team becomes an orphan, abandoned 
to become part of an overall content sprawl.  

Prevent this by implementing a governance policy where every group needs at least two owners. 
However, if groups have already been set up, then you’ll have to identify which groups have zero or one 
owner. This is possible within Microsoft 365 – however, it is a manual and laborious process: 

Go to Azure Active Directory (you can also go to the Microsoft 365 Admin Center) 

Open each group to check the number of users  

 

1

2

•
•
•

https://www.syskit.com/blog/orphaned-microsoft-teams-office-365-groups/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-825
https://www.syskit.com/blog/orphaned-microsoft-teams-office-365-groups/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-825
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Another method is with PowerShell Scripts.  

This script can be used to gather orphaned Microsoft Groups: get-UnifiedGroup | Where-Object { -Not 
$_.ManagedBy}  

Connect to Exchange Online PowerShell 

Run the Get-Unified group cmdlet 

Check the ManagedBy property 

Assign new owners by using the Add-UnifiedGroupLinks cmdlet inside Exchange Online 
PowerShell 

Monitor group usage to limit content sprawl 

To limit content sprawl in Microsoft groups, start at the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.  

You’ll find a powerful reporting tool which gives you insight into the activity in products across your 
organization. It offers particular capability for solving content sprawl, showing you how many groups are 
being created and used. You can also identify content that’s rarely accessed or unused, and potentially 
causing sprawl problems among users searching for content. 

Go to the Admin Center, and in Reports, click Usage 

In Office 365 click the Groups Activity tab 

This shows metrics relating to group activity (such as messages posted, 
received, read and liked) 

You can also view the total number of groups, and compare this to the 
number of active groups 

Plus you can view mailbox and site storage levels 

Other tabs include looking at active files, compared to the number of total files 

These can all be adjusted to view trends over 7, 30, 90, or 180 days, with 
options to export the results 

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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https://www.syskit.com/blog/orphaned-microsoft-teams-office-365-groups/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-825
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End 

Define what the end of a project, group or team actually means. Whether that’s a successful outcome, 
establishing a new way of collaboration, or publishing content for the organization.  

At this stage, probably there will have been plenty of natural churn – from staff as well as content. Which 
also puts pressure on your Microsoft 365 tenant. When it comes to the end of the workspace lifecycle, 
here are some ways to alleviate that pressure. 

Delete groups or teams 

For groups, click Edit group and then Delete group. 

For teams, go to the Microsoft Admin Center, click Teams, click the team name and then click Archive: 

 

Most resources are deleted when you delete a group or team. Apart from: 

Videos in Stream 
Flows in Power Automate 
Project and roadmap data 

After deletion, you have 30 days to restore them. After that, only content protection by retention policies 
can be found through eDiscovery searches. 

Delete team members 

Removing someone from a team also removes them from the Microsoft 365 group. If you do this 
using the Microsoft Admin Center, they lose access to the SharePoint Online document library, the Yammer 
group, or the shared OneNote. This can take up to 24 hours, and the removed members has access to 
the chat for a further two hours. 

If this is too long, Microsoft recommends you “add and remove them from the Teams client to ensure that 
permissions updates for other group-connected workloads occur quickly.” 

•
•
•
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How to apply expiration policies to groups 

At its heart, Microsoft 365 is about people working together. So if you’re looking to minimize sprawl, it’s a 
delicate balance to avoid also minimizing collaboration. After all, nobody wants to return to the days of 
messy trails of reply-to-all emails. That’s when you need expiration policies.  

Apply the expiration policy to a group, and the Owner gets a series of notifications in the run-up to a 
team’s expiry date. These occur 30 days before, 15 days before, and one day before, inviting the owner 
to renew or let the team expire. If there’s no Owner, the emails go to the Administrator. 

Go to Azure Active Directory > Groups > Expiration 

Add the number of days for the group lifetime – the minimum is 30 days 

 

How expiration policies work in Microsoft Teams 

The Microsoft Group expiration policy automatically applies to Teams. That means team Owners get 
notified 30, 15 and one day before. Renewal can be done in one click in the team settings: 

 

1

2
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The simplest way to solve content sprawl 

When it comes to solving content sprawl, prevention is better than the cure. However, in the real 
world, this is easier said than done. Projects are under way, pandemics can appear, and many users are 
still getting used to Microsoft 365 capabilities.  

Particularly around how to manage content sprawl. For example, there are multiple Admin Centers for 
Microsoft 365, SharePoint, Exchange, Teams, and an Azure AD portal. Office 365 groups are created 
whenever there’s a new SharePoint team site, Yammer Community, or Microsoft Teams team. Within these 
groups, additional content is created in the form of Outlook groups and calendars, Planner, Power BI 
workspaces.  

This interconnectivity is one reason why Microsoft 365 is so powerful. You’re able to access services from 
within other apps and products, saving time and boosting productivity. For example, updates to group 
memberships made in one app will apply to all apps.  

However, it also makes it hard to gain that elusive single pane to manage and provision without sprawl, 
particularly at scale. 

There is a way to solve these challenges. SysKit Point. 

How SysKit Point enables governance of sprawl 

With SysKit Point you can take control of content creation, limit sprawl, and establish end-to-end 
governance for your content lifecycles.  

What’s more, it’s plug-and-play with the Team app. There’s no need to leave the workspace. 

 

https://www.syskit.com/products/point/solutions/office-365-provisioning/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-826
https://www.syskit.com/products/point/solutions/office-365-provisioning/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-826
https://www.syskit.com/products/point/solutions/microsoft-teams-provisioning/?utm_source=promo&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=ebook-content-sprawl&utm_content=Link-827
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Single pane for content visibility 

SysKit Point gathers all your Office 365 inventory in one place. Enabling you to explore and govern from 
a single pane. Different stakeholders can use SysKit Point collaboratively, across SharePoint Online, Office 
365 Groups, OneDrive and Microsoft Teams. 

Approval flows without manual effort 

Limiting provisioning permissions is often cited as a way to reduce content sprawl. However, this can 
increase workloads for IT teams who have to handle requests.  
With SysKit Point, you get customizable approval flows. Simply set the stages required, define who 
should approve, and ensure content compliance and security from Day 1. This ensures consistent routing 
to the right people in your organization. Consider introducing a simple 4-way structure: Approve, Reject, 
Request change, Re-assign. With all content assigned a status, this reduces risks of abandoned or orphaned 
workspaces and sprawl.  

Templates 

SysKit Point gives you provisioning templates for creating new workspaces in your Microsoft 365 
environment. These easy-to-use templates are fully customizable to your business. You gain a quick way 
to standardize workspace creation, control what can be created, and minimize risk of content sprawl.

Next steps 

This eBook started by saying that now’s the time to talk about content sprawl. When you consider the 
challenges – and solutions out there, now’s also the time for something else. Time to make SysKit Point 
part of the conversation. Book your no-obligation demo and discover how SysKit Point helps you solve 
content sprawl – no matter how complex your organization.
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